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Abstract: Lightning produces electromagnetic fields and waves in all frequency ranges. In the
extremely low frequency (ELF) range below 100 Hz, the global Schumann Resonances (SR) are excited
at frequencies of 8 Hz, 14 Hz, 20 Hz, etc. This review is aimed at the reader generally unfamiliar
with the Schumann Resonances. First some historical context to SR research is given, followed
by some theoretical background and examples of the extensive use of Schumann resonances in a
variety of lightning-related studies in recent years, ranging from estimates of the spatial and temporal
variations in global lighting activity, connections to global climate change, transient luminous events
and extraterrestrial lightning. Both theoretical and experimental results of the global resonance
phenomenon are presented. It is our hope that this review will increase the interest in SR among
researchers previously unfamiliar with this phenomenon.
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1. Introduction
The Schumann Resonances (SR) are global electromagnetic resonances excited within the
Earth-ionosphere waveguide, primarily by lightning discharges. These resonances occur in the
extremely low frequency (ELF) range, with resonant frequencies around 8 Hz, 14 Hz, 20 Hz, 26 Hz, etc.
The history of the Schumann Resonances (SR) is an interesting story [1]. While Schumann [2] gets most
of the credit for the first prediction of the existence of the SR, the idea of natural global electromagnetic
resonances were first presented by George F. Fitzgerald in 1893, and then again by Nikola Tesla in
1905 [3]. However, while others formulated the idea before Schumann, it was Schumann, together with
Köning, who attempted to measure the resonant frequencies for the first time, unsuccessfully [2,4–6].
It was not until measurements made by Balser and Wagner [7–11] that adequate analysis techniques
were available to extract the resonance information from the background noise. Today we know that
we need 5–10 min of data to detect the SR clearly in the spectrum. For further insight into the history
of the SR, the reader is pointed to this excellent review [1].
Following Schuman’s landmark paper in 1952, there was an increasing interest in SR in a wide
variety of fields. Due to the low attenuation of ELF waves in the SR band (~0.5 dB/Mm) it was
discovered that not only lightning can produce SR, but any large explosion in the atmosphere will
also induce SR transients [11,12]. Hence, until the ban of atmospheric nuclear explosions in the
1960s, there was great interest in using the SR to monitor the enemy’s nuclear explosions in remote
parts of the globe. Another application of ELF waves related to the SR, due to the low attenuations
of the ELF waves, was the man-made transmission of these waves for long range communications
with submarines [13,14]. However, due to the extremely long wavelengths at ELF, such transmitters
need to be huge (>200 km length), with huge power outputs due to very low efficiencies of these
transmitters. Nevertheless, since the signals propagate globally, the superpowers were still using
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these ELF transmitters until recently. The United States transmitter broadcasts at 76 Hz [15], while the
Russian transmitter broadcasts at 82 Hz [16].
Besides the military uses of ELF resonances and propagation theory, from the very beginning
of SR studies there was an interest to track global lightning activity using the SR [9,17–21]. It has
also been suggested that extraterrestrial lightning may be detected and studied using SR [22–24].
However, the recent focus on SR research since the 1990s was a result of the connection between
lightning activity and the Earth’s climate. It was first suggested in 1990 that global warming may result
in significant increases in lightning activity [25]. Since the SR is one way to monitor global lightning
activity, it was suggested [26] that the SR may be used to monitor global temperature variations, acting
as a global thermometer. This started a new interest in SR research as related to global climate change
that continues today.
Finally, with the discovery of transient luminous events (TLEs) such as sprites, elves, jets, etc.,
it was shown that SR transient pulses are closely linked to the occurrence of transient luminous
events—sprites and elves [27–31]. Hence, SR research is now also a major part of this new field of
research related to upper atmospheric discharges.
2. Theoretical Background
Lightning discharges are considered as the primary natural source of SR. The vertical lightning
channels behave like huge antennas that radiate electromagnetic energy at frequencies below
100 kHz [32]. While the maximum radiated energy occurs around 10 kHz, the attenuation at these
frequencies is about 10 dB/Mm. Hence these frequencies can only be detected at a range of thousands
of kilometers from the lightning discharge. While lightning signals below 100 Hz are very weak,
the attenuation is only 0.5 dB/Mm, and hence the electromagnetic waves from an individual discharge
can be propagated a number of times around the globe before decaying into the background noise. For
this reason, the Earth-ionosphere waveguide behaves like a resonator at ELF frequencies, and amplifies
the spectral signals from lightning at the resonance frequencies due to constructive interference of EM
waves propagating around the globe in opposite directions [32]. The resonance peaks occur when the
wavelength of the ELF waves is comparable with the Earth’s circumference (~40,000 km), with the
direct and antipodal waves resulting in constructive interference at the SR frequencies.
For the simplest model, one can consider the terrestrial waveguide was an ideal one, made of
two perfectly conducting concentric spheres separated by height h, which is much smaller than the
Earth’s radius a. Then the resonant frequencies fn are determined by the Earth’s radius and the speed
of light c (Equation (1)) [2]. Even Schumann made these assumptions and arrived at the expected SR
first mode of 10 Hz. However, the Earth-ionosphere waveguide is not a perfect electromagnetic cavity.
The ELF radio waves are partially reflected over a relatively large interval of altitudes. Heavy ions and
ion complexes play a major role in determining the losses due to the finite ionosphere conductivity,
resulting in the system resonating at lower frequencies than would be expected in an ideal case (7.8 Hz),
with observed peaks wider than expected. In addition, there are a number of horizontal asymmetries:
day–night transition, latitudinal changes in the Earth magnetic field, ground conductivity, polar cap
absorption, etc. that complicate the SR power spectra.
fn = (c/2πa)

q

n (n + 1) n = 1, 2, 3, . . .

(1)

The problem of wave propagation in the Earth-ionosphere cavity is most naturally formulated in
spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ). The excitation source is represented by a vertical dipole with a current
moment (Ids) located between two concentric spherical shells at θ = 0. The radius of the inner shell,
the Earth, is denoted by r = a and the radius of the outer shell, the ionosphere, by r = a + h, assuming a
sharp and frequency independent upper boundary. Both the observer and the source are assumed to be
located on the Earth’s surface. Maxwell’s equations are then solved assuming time dependence of eiωt
and requiring continuity on the boundaries (ground-cavity transition at r = a, and cavity-ionosphere
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In Equation (2), ε0 is the free space permittivity and Pν are the associated Legendre functions.
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The source–observer distance (SOD) is measured in radians and represented by θ. The complex
parameter ν is the propagation constant calculated in terms of the complex sine of the wave incidence
parameter ν is the propagation constant calculated in terms of the complex sine of the wave incidence
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S via [34]:
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(3)
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for use in models [50,51].
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which ranges from 100 V/m in fair weather to a few 1000 V/m on a stormy day, and the Earth’s
field of 50,000 nT.
magnetic field of 50,000 nT.
Man-made noise produces various interferences in the ELF band, from high voltage power
Man-made noise produces various interferences in the ELF band, from high voltage power supply
supply lines to traffic and pedestrians [35], forcing us to locate SR measuring stations in isolated rural
lines to traffic and pedestrians [35], forcing us to locate SR measuring stations in isolated rural areas,
areas, away from industrial activity. When choosing a site, the electromagnetic field sensors should
away from industrial activity. When choosing a site, the electromagnetic field sensors should be located
be located as far away from power supply lines as possible. Complete battery power supply is
as far away from power supply lines as possible. Complete battery power supply is preferable, but is
preferable, but is expensive and limits long-term monitoring. Open spaces with uniform underlying
expensive and limits long-term monitoring. Open spaces with uniform underlying geology and high
geology and high soil conductivity should also be considered [35]. Since the sensors are exposed to
soil conductivity should also be considered [35]. Since the sensors are exposed to external static electric
external static electric and magnetic fields, even the slightest vibration of an antenna will result in
and magnetic fields, even the slightest vibration of an antenna will result in huge signals induced at
huge signals induced at the input of the receiver. Hence the horizontal magnetic antennas should be
the input of the receiver. Hence the horizontal magnetic antennas should be buried in the ground to
buried in the ground to avoid the signals induced by ground vibrations or wind. Ideally, electric and
avoid the signals induced by ground vibrations or wind. Ideally, electric and magnetic channels should
magnetic channels should be identical, being calibrated periodically, sampled using a 16 bit A/D
be identical, being calibrated periodically, sampled using a 16 bit A/D (analog-to-digital) converter,
(analog-to-digital) converter, equipped by a GPS clock for time stamping the data, and if necessary,
equipped by a GPS clock for time stamping the data, and if necessary, a notch filter for reducing the
a notch filter for reducing the anthropogenic 50 Hz (or 60 Hz) interference. The sampling frequency
anthropogenic 50 Hz (or 60 Hz) interference. The sampling frequency can vary from several tens of Hz
can vary from several tens of Hz to a few hundreds of Hz in order to cover the SR band without
to a few hundreds of Hz in order to cover the SR band without aliasing. It is advisable to save all raw
aliasing. It is advisable to save all raw data for later post-processing, although some groups use realdata for later post-processing, although some groups use real-time analysis and save only the spectral
time analysis and save only the spectral parameters of the SR (peak frequency, peak amplitude, and
parameters of the SR (peak frequency, peak amplitude, and Q-factor) [54], together with short time
Q-factor) [54], together with short time segments of ELF transients.
segments of ELF transients.
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Figure 4. (a) Time series of five minutes of raw magnetic field data showing the background ELF field,
together with transient ELF pulses; and (b) the spectrum of the time series showing the first four
modes of the SR. The sum of Lorentzian fits to the data (black line) are also shown.
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4.1. SR Background Observations of Global Lightning Activity
At any given time there are about 2000 thunderstorms around the globe [18,20,26,53,67–69].
At any given time there are about 2000 thunderstorms around the globe [18,20,26,53,67–69].
Producing ~50 lightning flashes per second [55], these thunderstorms create the background SR signal.
Producing ~50 lightning flashes per second [55], these thunderstorms create the background SR signal.
Determining the spatial lightning distribution from the background SR records is a complex
Determining the spatial lightning distribution from the background SR records is a complex
problem: in order to properly estimate the lightning intensity from SR records it is necessary to
problem: in order to properly estimate the lightning intensity from SR records it is necessary
account for the distance to sources. The common approach to this problem is based on the
to account for the distance to sources. The common approach to this problem is based on the
preliminary assumption of the spatial lightning distribution. The most widely used approaches are
preliminary assumption of the spatial lightning distribution. The most widely used approaches are
the models of the three thunderstorm centers—Southeast Asia, Africa and South America [20,70–74],
the models of the three thunderstorm centers—Southeast Asia, Africa and South America [20,70–74],
and a single thunderstorm center traveling around the globe [35,75,76]. An alternative approach is
and a single thunderstorm center traveling around the globe [35,75,76]. An alternative approach is
placing the receiver at the North or South Pole, which remain approximately equidistant from the
placing the receiver at the North or South Pole, which remain approximately equidistant from the
main thunderstorm centers during the day [38]. A new distinct method, not requiring preliminary
main thunderstorm centers during the day [38]. A new distinct method, not requiring preliminary
assumptions on the lightning distribution is based on the decomposition of the average background
assumptions on the lightning distribution is based on the decomposition of the average background
SR spectra, utilizing ratios between the average electric and magnetic spectra and between their linear
SR spectra, utilizing ratios between the average electric and magnetic spectra and between their linear
combinations [77,78].
combinations [77,78].
Some of the earliest studies were made during the 1950s and 1960s showing that SR field power
Some of the earliest studies were made during the 1950s and 1960s showing that SR field power
variations were related to global thunderstorm activity [9,17,79–81]. Thus SR measurements became
variations were related to global thunderstorm activity [9,17,79–81]. Thus SR measurements became
a convenient tool for studying global lightning activity [26,54,70,82–86]. However, owing to its low
a convenient tool for studying global lightning activity [26,54,70,82–86]. However, owing to its low
frequency, the SR are sensitive mainly to lightning discharges with substantial continuing current.
frequency, the SR are sensitive mainly to lightning discharges with substantial continuing current.
Figure 5 shows the daily mean values of the first SR mode (8 Hz) measured simultaneously in Israel
Figure 5 shows the daily mean values of the first SR mode (8 Hz) measured simultaneously in Israel and
and California, over a 25-day period [87]. The agreement is quite remarkable given that the
California, over a 25-day period [87]. The agreement is quite remarkable given that the instruments,
instruments, data acquisition, and software algorithms were entirely independent of each other. This
data acquisition, and software algorithms were entirely independent of each other. This agreement is
agreement is further evidence of the global nature of the SR, and its value of studying global lightning
further evidence of the global nature of the SR, and its value of studying global lightning variability
variability and trends.
and trends.
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4.2. SR
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Measurements of Global Lightning
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In addition to climate change, the SR has also been shown to be linked to the natural climate
In addition to climate change, the SR has also been shown to be linked to the natural
oscillation El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) that changes the Earth’s climate every few year [108,109].
climate oscillation El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) that changes the Earth’s climate every few
During ENSO years the convection, and hence the lightning activity, shifts position relative to the fixed
year [108,109]. During ENSO years the convection, and hence the lightning activity, shifts position
SR observing stations. Therefore, changes in SR parameters can be used to monitor the natural ENSO
relative to the fixed SR observing stations. Therefore, changes in SR parameters can be used to monitor
cycle, and the shifts in convection that occur during these events.
the natural ENSO cycle, and the shifts in convection that occur during these events.
The above results show that two of the most important parameters of global climate change—surface
The above results show that two of the most important parameters of global climate
temperature and UTWV—can be monitored via observations of the SR, utilizing its relation to worldwide
change—surface temperature and UTWV—can be monitored via observations of the SR, utilizing its
thunderstorm activity. In addition, the Schumann resonances may also help us to understand important
relation to worldwide thunderstorm activity. In addition, the Schumann resonances may also help
feedback effects in the climate system, such as the water vapor feedback in the upper troposphere. One of
us to understand important feedback effects in the climate system, such as the water vapor feedback
the great advantages of this method is the availability of long-term calibrated data sets which can provide
in the upper troposphere. One of the great advantages of this method is the availability of long-term
past and future records of global lightning variations on Earth.
calibrated data sets which can provide past and future records of global lightning variations on Earth.
4.4. SR in Transient Luminous Events Research
4.4. SR in Transient Luminous Events Research
It is now believed that many of the SR transients (Q-bursts) are related to transient luminous
It is now believed that many of the SR transients (Q-bursts) are related to transient luminous events
events (TLEs), spectacular optical flashes in the upper atmosphere above active thunderstorms. The
(TLEs), spectacular optical flashes in the upper atmosphere above active thunderstorms. The existence
existence of TLEs was theoretically predicted by Wilson [110], but the official discovery came with
of TLEs was theoretically predicted by Wilson [110], but the official discovery came with the first image
the first image captured above a thundercloud in 1989 [111]. In the last 25 years, there has been an
extensive hunt for TLEs using photography from ground stations, aircrafts, satellites and space
shuttles, leading to TLE documentation in different geographical locations all over the world [112–124].
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documentation
in different geographical locations all over the world [112–124].
TLEs can be classified into two main classes: sprites and elves [125], although there are also blue
TLEs canjets,
be classified
twoBoth
main
classes:
elves [125], luminous
although there
areassociated
also blue
jets, gigantic
halos andinto
trolls.
elves
and sprites
spritesand
are short-lived
events
jets,
gigantic
jets,
halos
and
trolls.
Both
elves
and
sprites
are
short-lived
luminous
events
associated
with active thunderstorms. Elves are dim donut-shaped glows of red light with a radius of a few
with active
thunderstorms.
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of redoflight
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ms,donut-shaped
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shapes,
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case
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to the charge
removed by
thelarge
lightning,
and not the
lightning
[128].
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the
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of
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to
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removed
by
peak current [129]. Since the SR transients are dominated by large charge moments, irrelevant to peak
the
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and
not
the
peak
current
[129].
Since
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SR
transients
are
dominated
by
large
charge
currents, the SR are better suited for studying sprites than elves [130].
moments,
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to peak currents,
the SRfor
aresprites
better suited
for studying
than elves [130].
The physical
mechanisms
responsible
and elves
initiationsprites
are independent
of the
The
physical
mechanisms
responsible
for
sprites
and
elves
initiation
are
independent
of
the
polarity
polarity of the lightning flash [127,128,131–134]; however the vast majority of sprites are initiated
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lightning
flash [127,128,131–134];
however
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are initiated
by positive
by
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(CG) flashes
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milliseconds
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the SR
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that
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of
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and
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are
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(Figure
10).
(Figure 10).
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SR records can be used to estimate the magnitude of the charge removed from cloud-to-ground
SR records can be used to estimate the magnitude of the charge removed from cloud-to-ground
lightning [139–141], which appears to be one of the crucial parameters in determining which lightning
lightning [139–141], which appears to be one of the crucial parameters in determining which lightning
discharge can produce sprites [142]. A method of charge moment estimation of sprite-inducing CG
discharge can produce sprites [142]. A method of charge moment estimation of sprite-inducing CG
discharges from SR data [30] showed that the charge moments of sprite inducing CG discharges range
discharges from SR data [30] showed that the charge moments of sprite inducing CG discharges range
from 200 to 2000 Ckm. Hu et al. [143] suggested a sprite initiation probability as a function of charge
from 200 to 2000 Ckm. Hu et al. [143] suggested a sprite initiation probability as a function of charge
moments of positive CG discharges, and hence the charge moment estimation derived from SR data
moments of positive CG discharges, and hence the charge moment estimation derived from SR data
can possibly enable us to estimate the global occurrence rate of sprites. However, it should be noted
can possibly enable us to estimate the global occurrence rate of sprites. However, it should be noted
that not all sprites produce strong ELF transients [144,145]. Furthermore, recent studies show that
that not all sprites produce strong ELF transients [144,145]. Furthermore, recent studies show that due
due to anisotropic conductivity of the Earth’s crust, the determination of the source direction using
to anisotropic conductivity of the Earth’s crust, the determination of the source direction using SR
SR methods can have significant errors [144,146].
methods can have significant errors [144,146].
Since sprites are rather rare, occurring at rate of only a few per minute (while regular lightning
occurs at a rate of 50–100 flashes per second around the globe) SR techniques appear to be one of the
most convenient and low-cost tools for continuous TLE monitoring.
4.5. SR in Extraterrestrial Lightning Research
Existence of Schumann resonances depends generally on two factors—presence of a substantial
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Since sprites are rather rare, occurring at rate of only a few per minute (while regular lightning
occurs at a rate of 50–100 flashes per second around the globe) SR techniques appear to be one of the
most convenient and low-cost tools for continuous TLE monitoring.
4.5. SR in Extraterrestrial Lightning Research
Existence of Schumann resonances depends generally on two factors—presence of a substantial
ionosphere with electric conductivity increasing with height from low values near the surface
(or a high-conductivity layer, in case of gaseous planets) to form an ELF waveguide, and a source
of excitation of electromagnetic waves in the ELF range. In the Solar System, there are a number of
candidates for SR detection: Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and its moon Titan [147].
The speculations that lightning occurs on Venus first arose about 40 years ago. The strongest
evidence for lightning on Venus comes from the impulsive electromagnetic waves seen by the Venera
11 and 12 landers [148,149] and the Pioneer Venus Orbiter [150,151]. On Mars, lightning activity has not
been detected, but charge separation and lightning strokes are considered possible in the Martian dust
storms [152–155]. Jupiter and Saturn are the only planets where lightning activity is well established.
Existence of lightning on Jupiter was predicted in the 1970s [156] and it was supported by data from
Galileo, Voyagers 1 and 2, and Pioneers 10 and 11 [157,158]. Recently, lightning on Saturn has also been
confirmed by measurements from the Cassini spacecraft [159]. Although no lightning was observed
during Voyager flybys of Titan in 1980 and 1981, it was long suggested that lightning dischargers do
take place on this moon of Saturn [160,161]. However, recent data from Cassini/Huygens seems to
indicate that there is no lightning activity on Titan [162].
Modeling of SR parameters on the planets and moons of the Solar System is complicated by the
lack of knowledge of the waveguide parameters. SR frequencies depend on the structure of the lower
part of the ionosphere, which is not sufficiently known. On Jupiter and Saturn the situation is yet
more complicated. Little is known about the electrical parameters of the interior of Jupiter and Saturn.
Even the question of what should serve as the lower waveguide boundary is a non-trivial one in the
case of these gaseous planets. To our best knowledge, there are no works dedicated to SR on Saturn.
There was only one attempt to model Schumann resonances on Jupiter—in the work by Sentman [163].
Sentman’s calculations yielded resonant frequencies of approximately 0.76, 1.35 and 1.93 Hz with
quality factors of roughly 7, predicting sharp, pronounced peaks.
The situation with other planets is a little better. SR on Venus have been studied by numerous
groups [22,24,164,165]. All studies, based on different conductivity profiles and with different models
yielded very close resonant frequencies: around 9, 16 and 23 Hz. The quality factors, though,
differ substantially: Nickolaenko and Rabinowicz [22] obtained Q-factors of ~5 while the study
by Pechony et al. [24] acquired a value of Q ~10. Such a difference, by a factor of two, was predicted
by [24] for more sophisticated ionosphere representations.
Martian global resonances have also been modeled [24,164,166,167]. The results of the studies are
somewhat different. Sukhorukov [166] obtained the resonant frequencies at about 13, 25 and 37 Hz
with Q-factors around 3.5. The frequencies calculated by [24] are lower: 8.6, 16.3 and 24.4 Hz, with
Q-factors of ~2.4. The disparity can probably be explained by the different models of the Martian lower
ionosphere used in the two studies. Nevertheless the low quality factors obtained in both studies show
that pronounced sharp peaks at resonance frequencies should not be expected for the Martian ELF
waveguide. Significantly different results were obtained by [167], where several ionosphere models
were used. The first resonance occurred at 11–12 Hz (depending on the ionosphere model), the second
and third resonances interfered to form a single peak at 21–25 Hz and the fourth, fifth and sixth modes
produced a very smooth-shaped peak at around 60 Hz.
The ionosphere of Titan is perhaps the most thoroughly modeled today. The recent interest in
the largest satellite of Saturn was associated with the Cassini/Huygens Mission and expectations of
finding evidence of lightning activity on Titan. Consequently, SR on Titan received more attention than
resonances on other celestial bodies. The resonant frequencies obtained for various ionospheric
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conductivity profiles tested range (for realistic models) from 11.0 to 15.0 Hz for the first mode,
21.2–27.8 Hz for the second and 35.6–41.6 Hz for the third [168–170]. Unfortunately, the quality
factors were not calculated in these studies. Comparable results were obtained by other authors:
resonant frequencies of 19.9, 35.8 and 51.8 Hz with Q-factors of 1–3 were obtained by [171], and 11.8,
22.5 and 34.1 Hz with Q-factors of ~2 obtained by [24]. The low Q-factors acquired in these two studies
show that the expected peaks, should lighting activity be found on Titan, are rather wide.
Today there is no possibility to validate SR parameters calculated for other planets and moons.
The values of the resonance frequencies and quality-factors are very dependent on the ionospheric
profile models. The accuracy of the latter is limited, and a deeper knowledge of planetary ionospheres
would allow more precise predictions of Schumann resonance parameters. On the other hand,
experimental evaluation of SR parameters can aid in the elaboration of the effective model of the
ionospheric conductivity profile, and contribute substantially to the knowledge of lower ionospheres
on planets of the Solar system.
5. Summary and Conclusions
Being a global phenomenon, Schumann resonances have numerous applications in lightning
research. Background SR records can serve as a convenient and a low-cost tool for global lightning
activity monitoring. The SR can provide a global geo-electric index for monitoring climate changes.
It provides one of the few tools that, through variations in global lightning activity, can provide
continuous and long-term monitoring of such important global climate change parameters such as
tropical land surface temperature, and tropical upper tropospheric water vapor.
SR transients (Q-bursts) can be used to geo-locate intense lightning strikes anywhere on the planet.
These large-amplitude pulses are apparently related to the occurrence of sprites and elves above
thunderstorms, and therefore TLEs can be studied using SR observations. An additional application of
SR is extraterrestrial lightning research. Schumann resonances may be used to detect and, if necessary,
monitor lightning activity on the planets and moons of the solar system.
There are still many open questions in SR research: importance of the day–night variation in the
ionosphere conductivity profile [172–174]; influence of the latitudinal changes in the Earth magnetic
field; polar cap absorption; accuracy of source geolocation; the determination of the spatial lightning
distribution from the background records; anomalous SR signals related to earthquakes [175,176]; and
impacts of extra-terrestrial disturbances on the Earth-ionosphere cavity. The last topic has received
considerable interest over the past few years. Effects primarily on SR frequencies have been detected
during cosmic gamma-ray bursts [177,178], solar flares and solar proton events [62,178–180], as well as
over the 11-year solar cycle [181–183]. Despite these remaining open problems, SR is one of the most
promising tools in a variety of fields related to lightning electromagnetics.
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